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. A LOT OF .NEW YEAR'S -~ ES- orable occasion• I have ~had inter-. June . 30, in . West Virgin:i·~ Jrhia
olutions have already been red~c- ' 'eating experi~nces with .d isagree- variation ,' . . e,ctends \ to .the date
,. ed to fragments and consigned to ab~ bulls which see~ed to· resent when . new tags ~~Y be··· QispJaye
. · the ash _can. That happ·e ns 'e very . mt ~presence. •nd ·.t r·o ai those ex~ and .a lso ·to the pra.ctJce of extend
· year, and because ·perien~ea ·· I - conclu4e r that It I' ing .~e · tim.e: for &ecu~ng·· ne
it ·does happen it ,,
~ere . in · :i.n ·. arena. i>ein,r .ch~ed plate~. ·
* t,
is sometimes sug-"
around by ·.a · _b.u ll .w ith his dan~~r
IN THE FORTY-TWO . STATE
gested
that
New
1f""
.
Year's· resolutions
up, .I wouldn't know whether we and t h e · DistrIct o.f C oIumbfa
AGt
ought not to be. ·
were . having an earthquake' or not. wh~re motorists ·are ·required.· to •
made. Concedtna.
And I. 'WOUidn't . much care.- My en- cure a license to driw, ~ atate1
e
tire attention would be ·concentrat- and the District of Col~tiia r
~ i · xnany teso- ·
on , that bull. A little thing like . quire · an ex~mination preliml ·
J• ns are quick-.
an ~arthquake would not interest to issuance o(:a, permit, to1,U"," s~ate
ly brok-en, it has
make .an examination opttGjal wi
yet to be ' shown
* *
state ~lctats·and eight sta.tll 'hav
that making ~ '
''LET US s p lt.N D LE S s: :n o -e~e.minjtJbn ·requirement. Mi
good . resolution,
money," .•ay~ President Roose'\Te1t; mum _a ge limits · ~or s~curlng a. P.e
in all earnestness
"a.kid. thus begin. to get. ·o urselves mit range from 14 yeartf.to .18~. al
8 1\d sincerity, on
out . of the hole." ·
· · though in the latt~r ~a.tie junlo
8
first day of ·
"Let us spend moi:e money," says pern;u.ts are issued und_e r restri
.:;uara~s ~:
'
Chairman .Ecc,es,· of 'the'! :Federal tipns. Further .varianhce II found .i
the _ contrary,' the practice .seem.a Reserve board, "and thus end the the period for whic licen1ea ar
depreasion. "
valid, one . and . three-year period
commenda~le; and, 'if _n o good resAnd, as ~he .C hristmas bms ·c ome prevailing · in the · gr~ater n~mbe
olut~op ~s made on New Year's
day, today isn't .a · .l>ad day to make· in, one ,wonders how .there, ,is go~ 'of states.
one. And · it w111 be still· better . if it ing to be. any money. ..at : all to
* * *
, spend
.
HANDLING OF LlcaN'
i~ kept ' thr.pug~ tomorrow an4 ·the.
·
* *
tags when a car is ·10Jd is anotbe
days· thereafter.
'
· AS NEW -LICENSE TAGS ARE source
confusion. In 26 stat
*. * •
being obtained for ·a utoltloblles, at- pla~ea · fQllow the car when It i
DOWN IN THE CITY OF. MEX- ·t ention is directed to the. fact that sold or .traded, one ate · le*'1e8 l
lco the other day they had an we have _almost •• many different to the owner whetb
the pl
earthquake right in th_e &.iddle of kinds of, automabile laws as the+e shall be · retaln!!d or tta.nsferrecl
a :bullfight. The preliminaries of are states. In general ·ef:tect there one at~te r,ciuires ret11rn of ·th
teasing and irritating th
. e ·bull is· a certain approach·. to . unifo.rmi- plates . to th&t state 9:nd in 20 state
were over, and the matador was ty, but in detail there is the wid· and the Ols\rict of Columbia, the
about to deliver the finishing blow, est sort of· variety. While the car . plates remal:q. with. the owner.
.
when · the earth beg~ _to rock wt.th owner may be complying ·with . all · ,
· . , * * :~
a circular m~tion, · and there was the law~ of his own state,· when he· STILL FURTHER · CONFUSIO
d'11.ger of a panic•. Great credit is crosses the atate border he may be .exiasts when it comes to ah.owin
given the matador for · his j>reaen'ce viola.ting laW'il 'at every turn
the title of ownership. . Tw'ftnt)t-a,ev
of mind in continuing · to play his road.
states and the District ·o f tJotum
part, 'dispatching . the bull. with a
. .
, * ·
*
. bia · require a certificate .of titl
well-directed blow. .
WHILE LICENSE TAGS, EX- .when . the. car is ·registered. 2
* -· *. * ~
.
pire on ,•December 31; in '28 states. states have -no· requlre~ent 'B.S r
I HAV]j: , N~fER SEEN;
· A and the · District of CQlumbfa, ex- gards . certificate ot title and on
bullfig~t, but '. I have. seen. :pfot re~ pira~lon da.tes. in other- 'sta;tes·. vary· state. ,e stabli~hes ownership tl!-ou
of: them, .and on two or .three · em- from. S•plember. 80 in Alabama to the· bill .of sale.
.
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COMMENTING ON THE PA- Forks, who has been a , patient at
. ragraph in 'this column a few days San Haven for several weeks,
ago concer~ing disregard 6f traf- writes of 'a n interesting spectacle
, fie lights by many drivers, ·c. R.' which he observed on January 10
· Darli'ng
wri·tes .
·
and which he _describes as follows:
·' "I wonder if
* * *
y Q u ever: i ap"TODAY, AFTER EATING OUR
proached , one of
fine dinner 1 looked out fr.om my
those lights from
the ·west on a
north window to see if it was .still
bright, sunshiny
snowing. It had stopped, but .what
afternoon. Under
I saw made wonder what was the
s u c h conditions
matter "\tith my eyes, because I
it is difficult to
had not been out last night on a
tell which light
"toot." There was a rainbow as
is burning,
as
plain as any that was ever seen in
t h e y all seem
the suIJVller time, and in the north
alike~ On dark
sky! Or would you call it a snowdays, or at night,
bow? I called in s_e veral of the
they do very
nurses to see it. It reminded me of
well, but not unDavies
I the colors· I saw in the sky that
der co nd it i o n s
took on the sh~pe of the American
s·t ated above. I suggest that the eagle and our Stars arid Stripes
matter be taken up with the prop- just a few nights before the war
er person at the city hall and that ended in 1918.
he take whatever steps are neces*
sary to remedy that situation if
"CAN YOU TELL ME WHAT
. possible."
a r a in b o w or snowbow in
* * *
the north is, or what causes it in
MR. DARLING IS Q U IT E winter? "That Reminds Me" is one
right about the difficulty that is of the first columns I read in the
sometimes experienced with the Herald. If I remember correctly
traffic lights. I suppose every driv- you mentioned . the eagle and the
er has noticed it. The condition, flag in your column some . years
however, is not peculiar to Grand ago." ·
Forks. I have found it in every city
large or small, in which I have
THAT "SNOWBOW" MUST
driven, and I have no doubt that have been an interesting, sight, as
traffic engineers have given atten- it was a most unusual one. Of
tion to it. Apparently they: have not courses rainbows, "snowbows", halyet found a remedy. Perhaps the os and sun dogs are ,all due to the
condition must be accepted as un- breaking up and reflection of rays
avoidable, under certain conditions, of light, sometimes from the sun
like sleet · or fog. Howeyer the fact and sometimes from the moon, and
that lights are almost or quite in- occasionally some very interesting
distinguishable at times does not patterns are formed. The rainbow
1
warrant the dri.ver in racing head- is always on the -opposite side of
long through an intersection, re- the observed from· the sun,.- Thus
gardless of who else may be com- on a summer evening at sunset if
ing or going.
the sky is clear in the west and it
*
is still raining around us, we see
BERT HARDY OF GRAND a brilliant rainbpw, often two, and
)
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*

* * *'
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sometimes three a r c h e d high
against the ' clouds in the east.

*

*

* *

*

*
IN THE WINTER
WE HAVE
sun ~:logs caused by the reflections of
the sun's rays from minute particles
of ice in the air, but sun dogs appear not opposite the sun, but to the
right and left of it. When the conditions are favorable and · the ap.parent perpendicular length of the
°brilliance is considerable, it is seen
to have a curved form, and occasionally that is extended into· a
nearly complete circle.
· AS THE A P P E ·A RAN C E
which Mr. Hardy observed was in
the north it seems to have been
more in the nature of a rainbow
than a sun dog, and this , gives it
its unusual character. I recall
something about the eagle and
flag spectacle· to which Mr. Hardy
refers, and I may have mentioned
it in this column. I recall that some
years ago I did mention a . remarkable series of halos which I
observed nearly 50 years· ago. On
a winter forenoon, when the sun
was barely visible as a dull yellowish globe in a sky that was covered with intersecting circles or
light, much brighter· and more
clearly defined than the halo
that is ofte11 seen around the moon.
At each intersection the brightness
was doubled, giving somewhat the
effect of a lot of minor suns distributed geometrically throughout
the heavens.

* * *

' I DESCRIBED THAT APPEARance to Dr. Simpson, of the University, and our conversation at
that time ·has evidently been remembered by him, for I have just
received from him a copy of an
article of mirages and similar / ·
phenomena in the Arctic, to which
I shall devote · some space in another issue.

1
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IN SOME RECENT ISSUES
this column gave ~ome of the im. pressions of a young American
woman at a mining station in the
A ·r ·s.1:vr put?
ut?aa JO .1al-q~n'Bp
'.1asaJ.M.Ha .1
aoru-er SSJW
JO uad a-qJ wo.1J
'80!.IJV tnnos JO

"AS FOR THE PEOPLE well really you see every kind and
specimen of humanity from naked
native babes, native women with
huge bundles ' skillfully balanced
on their heads, Turks, veiled Mohammedan women, Dutch, all sorts
of half breeds to the most sophisticated English man.
"The people seem to be -, very
friendly-they say that is very true
sasdwn.8 aA'Bl{ o+
of the people here. It · is a new
a.1-e s.1ap1m.1 .&ep
country· with an evercl;langing
-OJ., S}I.IO~ PUB.I{)
population so they're used to new
J:O p O O .M. au'B£
people coming and going.
ss1:w:: pu-e .sa.:qnbs
"They have the funniest trains
·d
u o u .1 a A
here-wooden ones with a door at
·s.zw Jo a o a ! u
each compartment-you let your'B 'sup{dOH poo.M.
self in and out. The trains have
p a .1 p I ! w: ·s.iw
three classes, first for the Eurowo.11- s.1ana1 u1 pa
peans-second for the poor white
-p.1ooa.1 s-e 'o,au-ep
JJavtes
and non-Europeans and third for
-UJ:W:: Jo .101.1a1u1
1 Breitwieser,
of the University of the natives.
North Dakota.
0

s:

0

* * WIESER
*
. MISS ·BREIT
IS
teaching in the school for the deaf
at Wittebone, a suburb of Cape
Town in the Union of South Africa. The school is housed as part of
the Dominican convent. The government subsidizes four lay teachers, of whom Miss Breitwieser is
one. In addition to her young pupils she conducts a teachers' training class, introducing the latest
methods. Graduated from the state
University in 1934 she received her
master's degree at New York university in 1935 then taught for a
year at Frederick, Maryland. In
August she sailed for Cape Town
to accept an invitation to teach
.,there. Following are excerpts from
letters written to her· family ':

*

*

*

"SEPTEMBER IS ONE OF THE
loveliest months of the year here
-the trees are just getting green
and the wild flowers are out in all
their vivid tropical glory. Calla lilies grow wild here and in great
profusion. Some of them grow as
high as six feet. I have a very
lovely bunch in my . room. They
say the Cape wild flowers are unequalled the world over and I believe it. The sunshine is perfect,
they say you always have nine
months of this summer and the
other three ,·months have sunshin.e
between rains.

* * *

"ONE MUST BE EXTREMELY
careful in choosing people to associate with. You never know if a
per~on has a little coloured blood or
not. The· Dutch used to inter marry
with the colored people quite freely. That's why we have the so-called C a p e Coloureds or mixed
groups. Most people consider' the
natives far superior to the Cape
coloureds because they are a pure
race. There are a number of coloured people around here who live
very primitively. They live in the
bush and just dig 'into the ground
and live like animals.
.
"In addition to the color question they have the big Dutch-EngUsh questipn. Do they ever have a
scrap in politics! They say now
that every Englishman who goes
out of office is replaced by a
Dutchman. It kills the Dutchman
to have to stand and sing, "God
Save the King". I just wonder
what it will all come to. The real
South Africans aren't any too fond
of the English. An · Engli~hman
will come do,w n here, live here for
30 years, make a pile of money
and still say he is an Englishman
and tear down South Africa. The
South Africans aren't any too fond
of the Dutch .either. They are a
clannish lot. These Dutchmen
won't try to mix with other peopie. So, all in all, it's one grand

scrap with the coloureds, the Englishmen, the natives, the white
South Africans and the Dutch .

* * *

"YOU CAN TELL THE NAtives by their wool-they have
very short curls of this wool on
their heads; it never grows long
and you can always see the scalp
through the bare patches.
'Naturally with so many coloured people here they have an awful
time. In Cape Town in District 6,
they say a white person rarely
goes through alive. The coloureds
carry razors in their hands and
slash the policemen. The crime is
awful, but fortunately they keep it
in their own districts. In Salt ·River you can ·g et a man mur9,ered
for two pounds, but have to pay
two pounds ten shillings for speeding.
·

* * *

"WOOLWORTH'S HERE HAS
everything from pencils to women's frocks. It's quite the place."
Upon Plein Street there are several new American stores ' opening
up with pretty dresses at reasonable prices. The people here are
crazy about American things. They
say, with our marvelous mass
production we can make a good
grade of any thing at such a low
price. You really can get all the
American products - Palmolive
soap, Lux, Kodaks, Fords and
what have you. You see South Africa, in many ways resembles the
United . States more than it does
conservative England..

* *

*
"THE CHRISTMAS
SEASON
here is really a scream. Christmas
day is usually about .100 degrees
and somehow the traditional decor.. ·
ation of snow, etc., just looks a bit
out of place. On the streets you
see poor men dressed up like Santa Claus. perspiring for all they are
worth. Somehow to make them get
rigged up in bot wooly red suits
with big white beards seems criminal in this country. They say the
worst thing about Christmas is to
try to sit down and eat a traditional hearty Christma~ dinner. Lots of
people have discontinued the
Christmas dinner and go out on a
picnic instead.. " ,

A COMMITTEE SELECTED BY
the mayor :of New York has , com. piled a list of books thought suitable for children who have been
brought into juvenile court. The
idea is that if the
youngsters can be
i n t e r e s t e d . in
: reading they will
be more likely to
keep out of mis.'..
chief.
The authors represented
in the selections
made in,clude
Aesop, A. A. Milne, Munro Leaf,
Phil Stong, Rudyard KI p 11 n,g,
Robert Louis
Davies.
Stevenson , V a n
Loon, Mark Twain, Richard .Harding Davis, Conan Doyle, Daniel
Defoe, Jack London, O. Henry,
Booth Tarkington, Grantland Rice
and Lincoln Steffens.

*

*

*
THAT IS CERTAINLY
A VARIed list. Some of the authors arrived too late for me to become
acquainted with them as a boy, but
those whose works I have read
have produced
real
literature
which the young person, especially
the boy, if · left to himself, will devour and enjoy. A couple of generations ago a. committee appointed for that purpose would have
selected a very diffe·r ent list. Most
of. the books represented in that
list would have been regarded as
undesirable for children. Instead
of a real .Yarn with meat in . it the
boy was urged to read "improv..
ing'' books which told him what a

wicked sinner he was, and what to
do about 'it. To get any fun out
of his reading the·· boy had to sneak·
his book up to the hay ·loft or
keep it hidden under the bed. · ·

* * *·

LAST SUMMER A . GROUP OF
Grand Forks men made the trip to
Churchill, on Hudson's bay, traveli:ng over the Hudson's· Bay railroad,
which is a branch of the Canadian
National system., On the trip the
tourists became acquainted with
Jack McLachlan, who, regardless
of his official title, is popularly
known as boss of the Hudson's
Bay railroad. McLachlan tells this
story, and vouches for it:

* * *

TRAVELLERS FROM THE
west, en route to the Flin Flon
mining country along the Hudson
Bay railway have some hours to
wait for train connections at Hudson Bay Junction so they usually
catch a nap at the village hotel.
On a recent morning the engineer
of the north-bound train gave a
last warning blast on the whistle
to call the sleepy commercial men
from bed. One man was observed
rushing from the hotel to the train,
coat tails flapping, valise in one
hand and a large white pcfrcelain
water jug in the other.
"Hi," shouted the conductor,
"you're . running off with the ·hotel
crockery.,_
"I know,'' panted the hurrying
~raveller, ''but my false teeth are
frozen in the darned thing."
So it proved. A steam hose was
put into the jug, the teeth were
thawed out and the hotel man got
his property back a! the train departed.

IN . JACKSON, MICHIGAN,
they had a drivers' school, the ~ntent being to ·bring about more
careful driving and better observa:pce
traffic regulations.· Here
are some of the questions and answers:
.
Q. What is · double parking? · A.
Danger.
Q. What is one-arm driving?
A. Bad business.
Q. Do you think that if everyone· used common .sense and courtesy there ' would be ·as many a.ccidents? A. Yes. ·
Q. What is '· speeding? A. Covering ground to·o fast.
Q. Name ~hree p·l aces where a
driver should not park. A. Alleys.
Q. Where should a ·driver park
in reference to a cross · walk? A.'
No.
Q. When should a driver sound
his horn? A. Yes.

of

* * *

ONE , OF THE BIG INSURance companies, had presented to it
a claim for $5,000 damages from
a man whose finger had been
broken while shaking hands . .There
are hand-shakers who pride themselves . on being a~le to crush the
other fellow's hand to a pulp, and
many a victim had wished that
there were some way of getting
even with them. Th.ere is something to be said for the practice
of shaking one's own hand as a
gesture of greeting, a practice ·followed by so1ne foreign people•
whom we usually consider queer. ·
Those unsophisticated people would
consider it que,er to ,p aralyze the
arm of an acquaintance in · order
to convince him of one's friendship . .

ALL WENT WELL UNTIL
1907, when old Slim Shin, head ot
the Water Buster• died. and hl1
.
aon, Wolf · Chief, who wu · not a
llP.ltMe4 on the legend. we shall now true Water Buster but . a Prairie
11 e rain .as we
'Chicken, •ecretly 1.o ld \ the 1acred
ndd it.
Chief
relio to a -mi11ionary named G. J1'.
l'Oc»lish Bear, a1ed
Wilson. Al Wilson sought to es.., and C h i e f
cape with the· Sacred. ;Bundle, 10
rt.as Wolf, aged
legend goe1, a ,terrible atol'Dl came
, ecetved the
up and he almo•t lost hi1 life. But
• r e d bundle
somehow he' survived and the
week · from
Sacred BuncUe became the poaNew York
,easlon .ot the Heye Foundation. ·
1;UUaeum where it
* * *
bad been kept, ·
A FILM COMPANY AT HOLand gave in e •
ohaJlp a 1>1lffalo
Invood sent an urgent reque,t to
born, also sacred,
Princeton university for 1bt cricklDlmediately
eta that chirp 1n the key of G. The
too
train for
telesram presenting t~e request exelr h m e In
plalne~ that insects singing in. that
ern N o r th
key wer~ needed to flt the vo~ce
~kota. It is a little too early in range of a sh~ger in the cast. Calithe •eaao~ for rain, but at .any rate, fornla; c c~eta wm not do, because
It nowed Just about the time the their note. 18 B fl•t. Sev~ral mechaacred bundle arrived.
·
anical devices were tried a~d found
* * *
unsatisfactory. Hence the request
THE SACRED BUNDLE, AC- for the · university's assistance.
oordln&'·to. Gros Ventre legend, con* * *
taina the skulls of two ThunderUNIV~RSITY AUTHORITIES
birds, who many centuries ago in- are not certain whether the reoarnated themselves into humans, quest ls s~riously intended or is
ehooslng the Gros Ventre tribe merely a bit of publicity. Anyway,
partly because they liked the· way Princeton has nb cricket departth squaws cooked. corn. By a ment, and the president of the inam of oblique reasoning the in- stltutton doesn't believe that all
,iated Thunderbirds decided it crickets in Callfornta, or ·e lsewhere
l flll*ld be good for the Indian& if sing in the aame key. Nor does he
r, the gods, were to sacrifice believe it will b~ P_ossible ~o find
ni1elves In battle and have crlck~ts that chirp. regularly one
skulls preserved as powerful beat in four-four time, this being
,,.. _ J__.,.,... medicine for
e Indians. This ,listed among the specifications. It
did, and the Water Buiters may be interesting next fall, if it
·c;,
became custodians of the isn't · forgotten, to check on the
akulla, wbich ' brought rain to the pitch' of the tone of Grand Fo·r ks
»arched :fields, kept away sickness crickets, of which there are plenty.
and confounded the enemies of the
* * *
rlbe in battle.
SUNDAY'S HE R AL D PREBUNDLE

CONTAINING

sented a picture of a cottonwood
tree near Park River which may
wetl be the largest tre$ in_North
Dakota. At any rate, it may i.nd
at the top of the list until displaced. It measures 28 feet 5 lnchea
around the base. A good deal depends on the point at which ·a tree
is measured. Several yeara ago I
measured the bi~ cottonwood lo
Central park. I . ha.ve Corgotten thl
figures, · but my recollectlona 11
that the circumference of U.,. tr e
at a point four feet above
g.r ound was about 22 feet. Wh
sprins comes I ahall m~asure it
again, unless spme more hardy
person saves. me the trouble.
.
* *
. OUT WES'l' THEY ARE TALKing about tall trees. The state of
Waihington claims the talleat fir
tree in the world. It la a Dousl
fir near Ryderwood Wuh. and
its' height · ls .324 feet , Inche1: Notwithstanding its great height th•
tree measures only 12 feet in cl~
cumference which would glvo lt •
diameter of about 4 feet. Near by
is another fir which measure•
feet . in height. California . lay1
claim to the tallest tree of aitr
variety in the world. Jt is •
ed
wood which mea;mres 86j 1ee1'

*

•u

* .* *

···

TO GIDT AT '! rHE SIZE 01' A
tree it is pretty nearly necea1a
to me~sure it· circumference a «
tree-trunk is usually more o~ lea
irregular in form, .but to get a
proper conception of size it Is
essary to reduce the circumference
measurement to terms of diameter.
We do not think in clrcumferences. We look ·at a tree and ·s ay it'•
a four through, not that tt'a · three
feet around. The Park River tree
would be about seven feet in diameter.

ne~

SELECTING THE MOST IMportant 10 trees in the world is
like selecting the best 10 books, or
the best· 10 of almost anything
else. The individual making the
selection is likely
to have a difficult time, and in
no case are all
his s e I e c t i o n s
likely to be approved by anyone else. However, for those who
are interested in
trees, the selections made by
Henry Clapper,
secretary of the
Society of AmerDavies.
ican Foresters, as
reported in Nature magazine, may
prove interesting.

* *OF *SELECTION
HIS BASIS
were first, the tree species had to
be of great importance to man.
Second, it had to be in extensive
.use for a long period of time; for
at least one thousand years. Third,
it had to be a species that, if suddenly taken from lhe face of the
earth, could not readily be replaced by any other. Using this basis
of selection the 10 important trees
are:
1.
. 2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

* * *

Date Palm.
Coconut Palm.
Almond Tree.
Apple Tree.
Fig Tree.
Mulberry Tree.
Olive Tree.
Lemon Tree.
Chinchona Tree.
Rubber Tree.

*

*

*
:kUMBER ONE, THE
DATE
palm (Phoenix dactylifera) is placed first on the list because of its
long use by millions of people
th.roughout the ·world. This tree is
known to have been in cultivation
for more than 4,000 years. It supplies the date of commerce, oil,
wood, and fiber. The palm mentioned in . the Bibl.e· for centuries
has been the chief source of .wealth
in the Arabian peninsula. Its an1 cient cultivation
is mentioned by
Herodotus, the historian of anient Greece who is known as the
"father of history." First grown in
Egypt and in Babylonia, it is cultivated also in Northern Africa,
France, Italy, and China.

ated in the Malay Archipelago has
been cultivated for at least 3,000
years; first in the East Indies and
now along most of the tropical
coasts of . the world. A valuable
food plant in the Pacific Islands,
chief products are the coconut and
its kernel, which when dried produces copra, a product valuable in
the manufacture Qf commercial
fertilizers. Palm wine and sugar
are made from its juice, and fibre
for cordage is manufactured from
the stems.

*

*

* IS THE ALNUMBER THREE
mond (Prunus communis). This
small tree is a member of the rose
family. It probably originated in
western Asia and the Mediterranean region. The almond tree is
mentioned in the works of Theophrastus, a Greek philosopher and
naturalist of the third century B.
C., who wrote a history of plants.
Although . almonds are produced
within the United States, more
than one million dollars' worth is
impor.,ted annually•

* * *

NUMBER FOUR IS THE APpie tree (Pyrus malus). It produces
one of · the leading fruits of the
world; it is the most important in
North America and probably in
the entire north temperate zone.
Plant researches indicate that the
apple originated in southern Europe and Asia minor. In prehistoric
times it was known and used by
the Lake Dwellers of Italy and
Switzerland about 10 or 15 thousand years ago during the New
Stone Age.

*

*

*

NUMBER FIVE IS THE FIG
tree (Ficus carica) which grew originally in southern Asia and Europe, whence it has been introduced into other sub-tropical lands. In
America the fig is grown in the
Gulf States and in California and
is the source of the dried figs of
commerce. The cultivation of the
fig is mentioned in the writings of
Archilochus, a Grecian poet, about
700 B. C.
•

Odyssey (about 1000 B. C.), and in
old Hebrew writings, and waa
without doubt cultivated by the ancient Egyptians. Its chie~ products
are its fruit and the oil of the
fruit. Once of great economic importance in dry countries, the olive
is now extensively grown in Mediterranean Europe, Syria, South
Africa, and Australia. Culture of
the olive in America i1 largely
confined to California.

*

*
NUMBER * EIGHT
IS THE
lemon tree tcitrus limonia). Originating in India, the lemon has
been cultivated for some 2,500
years, and is now in world-wide
use. It thrives in tropical and subtropical lands, and in the United
States, chiefly in Florida and California.
* * *

THE NUMBER NINE IS THE
cinchona tree ( Chinchona calisaya)
of Peru and Bolivia, the source of
quinine, one of the important drugs
in medicine. Cultivation has been
increasing ever since the bark of
the tree was introduced into Europe in 1639.

* * *

NUMBER 10 IS THE RUBBER
tree (Hevea brasiliensis). Although
under cultivation for less than 100
years, and extensively grown for
less than 40 years, the rubber tree
is among the most important in
our present civilization. From _it, as
everyone knows, comes the juice
that, when hardened, yields all of
numerous rubber prod,u cts of commerce. The trees are grown in
Mexico, South 1\.merica, Africa,
and the East Indies. It would
probably be no exaggeration to say
that, of all the trees mentioned as
being used by man since prehistoric times, the rubber tree, though
the latest to be cultivated, is the
one which he could least afford to
give up. ·

* * *

SOME OF THE TREES MENtioned might not have occurred to
the average reader as sufficiently
important to be included in the
above list, but when they are de* *
scribed ap.d mention is made of
NUMBER SIX IS THE WHITE the uses to which they are put, a
mulberry, (Morus alba). It is na- 1 different sense of their importance
tive to India and Mongolia, and it is gained. One wonders, however,
has been grown in China since an- where Mr. Clapper would place the
cient times for its leaves, the chief pine, .whose many varieties have
food of the silkworm. The bark made it one of· the outstanding spewas once widely used in paper cies of the northern hemisphere.
makins-. The white mulberry has Then there is the .oak, used for
been grown in America since 1830. centuries in the buiklin'g of ships,
*
castles,
churches
and
humble
NUMBER SE VE N IS THE dwellings. Most of us, I think,
*
*
NUMBER TWO, THE COCO- olive tree ( Olea europea). It is would place those trees in a list of
nut palm ( Cocos nucifera) origin- mentioned prominently in Homer's the best 10.
'

*

*

*

*
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MRS. M. B. KANNOWSKI, SU- regulating the weather. His views
perintendent of parks, has saved being communicated to the higher·
me the trouble of wading through authorities he was given power
the snow to measure that · big cot- and permission to provide whattonwood tree in
ever weather he pleased for his
Central park. She
district during the coming year.
reports that five
He managed the weather beautifulgr o u n d t h e
ly. He had it rain just enough, and
feet above 'the
not too much. He provided ample
tr e e
measures
sunshine and he kept the tempera161h feet in cirture just right. He avoided having
cumferance.
At
it rain on community picnics or on
the base its cirdistrict
holidays.
All
growing
cumference is 22
things flourished. But as the time
feet. I measured
for harvest approached it became
the tree several
apparent that there would be little
years ago, and I
to harvest. The grain fields had
have had in mind
I plenty of stalks, but scarcely any
a circumferance
grain. Fruit trees that had bloomed
of 22 feet. EviI profusely were almost destitute of
dently I measurfruit. On checking things over the
ed it at the base,
navies
man found that while everything
which is no fair
else was perfect, he had neglected
way to measure a tree. Quite often to provide any wind and the plants
there are enlargements around the that depend on wind for pollenizabase of a tree that are in no way tion were sterile. I think of that
related to its real size.
sometimes when there is more
wind than is convenient at the
THE RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT moment.
has removed from office the head
* *
of the department which has
IN A RECENT ISSUE OF THE
charge of motion pictures. His of- Herald John Hix's department,
fense was the double one of butch- "Strange As It Seems," presented a
ering the play "Treasure Island" picture of the Great Pyram,id, with
by lugging into it a political ele- descriptive text relating to the acment and injecting the sex element curacy with which the pyramid is
by making young Jim Hawkins a oriented. The Great Pyramid has
girl. Either offense . would warrant been the subject of much research,
not only the removal ·of the of- and a whole iibrary has been writfender ~rotn office but his sum- etn concerning it. Its qonstruction
mary execution. The disciplining demonstrates a high degree of inof this offender convinces me that telligence on the part of its designthere are some good things about ers, and of mechanical skill on the
the Soviet government, after all, part of the artisans who carved
and if I should learn that' they many of the great stones which
have shot the gentleman I mighf entered into its construction. Beconsider seriously going Com- cause of its antiquity and these
munist.
·
evidences of knowledge and skill,
* !ll:
there has been built up around the
AS SOME OF S WERE DIS- pyramid a vast structure of myscussing the compar tive absence of ticism.
wind this winter
was reminded
* * *
of the man who thought that he AMONG THE BELIEFS WHICH
could improve on nature's way of have_ had quite wide acceptance is

* * *

*

J (

*

--------~,,.,.,,.---------- - - -

that of the prophetic nature of the
pyramid and the galleries and objects which -it contains. Since the
study of the pyramid was begun
almost every conspicuous event in
human history has been identified
with something that has been
found in the Great Pyramid. It
has been maintained by membera
of the pyramid cults that the whole
course of history to be was outlined in the structure and inscriptions
in the pyramid.

*

* *

"INTERPRETATION" OF THE
pyramid has been along the lines
followed by those who have sought
to read ·the prophetic meaning in
the book of Daniel, for instance.
Doubtless the exercise has been a
pleasing one for those engaged in
it, but one's faith in the accuracy
of these interpretations is somewhat shaken by the fact that the
conclusions drawn from those ancient structvres and writings has
changed from generation to generation, and the same symbols which
once were supposed to point clearly to the Napoleonic wars are not
asserted with equal finality to
foretell the World war of more
than a century after Napoleon.
The symbols have been made ·to
fit the meaning which the investigator thought they ough~ to con-.
vey.

* * * TAK ING
THE PYRAMIDS,
them altogether, · are interesting
and impressive survivals of a vanished epoch. They were built as
tombs for the royal dead and others of the nobility. Their designers
were . good mathematicians. They
had a working knowledge of astronomy. a study facilitated by the
clear skies of their country. The
engineerin'g involved in the building of the pyramid of Gizeh consisted chiefly in directing the brute
force of 100,000 slaves for 20 years,
in itself a task requiring no small
measure of organizing skill.

FROM SEVERAL SOURCES
come newspaper clippings from
California telling of · honors conferred on Charles C. McGonegal, a
former G r a n d
Forks boy who,
losing both arms
in the World war
and o t h e r w i s e
severely wounded, overcame the
obstacles
thus
placed in his way,
trained
himself
to a career of
usefulness.
McGonegal is assistant adjutant of
the American Let gion
department
of California and
conducts an exDavies..
cellent department in the Legion
paper. He was recently · given a
, testimonial dinner in San Francisco which was attended by leading
Legion officials and was given a
gold charm by National Commander Belgrano in recognition of his
services in developing and carrying through a successful membership plan for the Legion. A letter
accompanying one set of clippings
reads:

Calif., when I was in this
some years ago. I have not
him since that time, but
chanced to read about him."

state
seen
just
·

* *

PURSUANT TO AN* ORDER ISsuea. by the North Dakota railroad
commission, the industry track, or
siding, at Ojata, and the earthfilled loading platform will be removed, and the town. originally
known as Stickney, and which was
expected by some to become a
metropolis becomes a mere. spot on
the map. The statement concerning
railway earnings at Ojata as given
in the following paragraph from
the commission's order, is interesting:

*

* *

''MR. P. J. COLITON, su.perintendent of the Great Northern
Railway Co. for the Dakota division, and witnessing in behalf of
the applicant, introduced exhibits
1, 2, and 3, showing the earnings at
Ojata for the ·years 1935, 1936 and
1937. During the first year of that
period, 1935, total earnings amounted to $137.55, no .c arload shipments
being received and only one car
forwarded during that entire year.
Total earnings for the year 1936
were $17.40, no carloads either being · received or forwarded·, and for
1937 total earning up to and ineluding the month of November
were. $2.88. During this year also
no car I o ad shipments we re
handled."
.-

fact that the coconut is the seed of
the ·coconut palm. Few understand
the process of germination of these
giant seeds. A nature article tells
about it:

*

*

*·

* *

* AS WE SEE
THE COCONUTS,
them in our markets with its hard
outer shells, are .but the inside
portion of the nut as .they grow on
these trees.
When they were gathered for
shipment, there was a fibrous substance surrounding the shell an
inch or two in thickness, a woody
fiber torn off by the shipper to cut
down the cost of freight and cartage. Around this excelsior-like covering, as the nut grew on the tree,
there was a skin tight, waterproof
cover, with a smooth shiny surface.
At the top of the nut as it would
stand, if it floated in water, are
three well defined eyes.

SINCE THESE COCO N .UT
palms usually grow along the waters edge, the nuts often roll into &
brook, a river, or the ocean, and
float away.
Once ·detached from the tree and
started on such a journey, the eyes
of the coconut disclose their purpose. Two ot them begin to thro"'
out a system of roots, not on the
*
outside of the coconut, but growing
"I AM ENCLOSING AN ARTat first within the woody fiber beicle from the California Legiontween the shell and the outside
naire in which Grand Forks people
skin. At the same time the other
would be interested. Charlie Mceye pushes out sail-like leaves
Gonegal was a Grand Forks school*
which extend several inches above
boy 30 years ago, and I believe he
IN THIS CONNECTION IT IS the outer casing.
enlisted at Minot and went over- interesting to note that in the six
* *
seas with the 164th infantry. He years 1932-1937 inclusive the railTHEN, WITH SAILS SET, AND
lost both arms and received dozens roads of the United States have aided by the current of the stream,
of wounds. I have· no exact figures abandoned 10,000 miles of line, 16 the nut starts out on its journey
here, but Grand Forks people will miles of which is in North Dakota. to find a new environment of its
recall numerqus · newspaper articles In 1937 1,140 · miles of line were own.
about him in · 'The Grand Forks abandoned. Kansas heads the list
One landed after perhaps weeks
Herald. I believe he is a , licensed of states with 600 miles abandon- of travel, the roots which have
airplane pilot, a distinction held by ed. Michigan is second with 595 been growing inside force their
few, if any, other men with two miles and Texas third with 584 way out into the moist soil at the
artificia~ arms.
miles. North Dakota and Rhode Is-- waters edge-the sails leaves begin
* * *
land tie for lowest place in mileage to grow into stalks which later de"YOU WILL NOTICE THAT HE abandonment in the . lt) years with velop into the trunk of the tree.
writes the assistant adjutant's col- 16 miles each.
The waves start to build new
umn, and he also has an office in
*
ground by washing sand around it,
' the Veterans' building in San FranMOST. OF US .HAVE SEEN CO- and another palm tree is establishisco. .He was postmaster at Bell, .conuts and are familiar 1 with the ed in a new environment.

* *

*

*

*

*

*

MR. AND MRS. WIN WORK- R. Price, priest." We wondered if
ing are down in New Orleans, all Episcopal rectors were called
where Win is digging up historical priests down here. We asked a
., data relating to the Louisiana pur- young man who was passing (it is
_.. chase. Among
in the old, or French quarter). He
other things, he
said he didn't know although he
is trying to find
was an Episcopalian. He was dark
out just what
with good features and about 20
were the boundyears old. I asked him if he was
aries of LouisiaFrench. He said · he was a sioux
na territory,
Indian from the Rosebud agency
which included a
in South Dakota. He had been
part of North
working on WPA jobs over the
D a k o ta. There
country, he explained, and he was
has always been
, staying at a mission near the
considerable unchurch waiting for work. He told
certainty as to
us his mother had a federal job
just where the
in Washington, D. C.
boundaries were.
*
*
In a per s Q n a 1
"WE SAW THE MOVIE THE
note Win writes:
Buccaneer, based on the life story
"I thought you
Davies
of Jean LaFitte, New Orleans pimight be interested to know that rate. You may have read the world
January 5 I met L. P. Barber, a premeire took place here.
highway bus driver in Shreveport,
"We were greatly impressed, esLa., who played with the Bolton pecially wtth scenes showing the
high school basketball t.e am of Al- activities of pirates and the battle
exandria, La., against the Grand of New Orleans. The director, Cecil
Forks high team in the national De Mille, was here and actors and
tournament at Chicago in 1928. He actresses, including the creole charecalled the score was 23 to 22 in racter in the movie, Margot GraGrand Forks' favor. He spoke very hame.
highly of the sportsmanship of our
"I was astonished when informed
boys but remembered the name of Louisiana produces more furs · than
only one, Duchene (spelling?) who all of the rest of North America
made the all-American that year. together, mostly muskrats from
Perhaps he· remembered him be- the bayous. I haven't checked this
cause Barber also was an all- but the information was furnished
American in 1928. Barber lives in by the Times-Picayune.
Shreveport.
*
* *
ONE OF THE FAMILIAR CHA."SUND.A:Y
MRS.
WORKING racteristics of the Chinese is their
J and I strolled along Esplanade ave- imitativeness. Chinese artisans
denue. Near Claiborne street, named velop amazing skill in reproducing
for Louisiana's governor at the anything that is placed before
time of the battle of New Orleans, them, and if the object to be copwe saw a large church. A sign ·said pied has defects the person desirit was St. Anna's Episcopal church ing the copy made is apt to find
and below the name
we read, "A. that the d-efects as well as the pert
J

*

*

1

* *

feet features have been scrupulously reproduced. There is told the
story of the Chinese tailor from
whom a European ordered a new
pair of trousers, leaving with the
tailor an old pair to serve as a
model. When the garment was finished it was an exact duplicate of
the original, not only in measurements, but in the patch on the
seat.

* *

*

THE
CHINESE
LINOTYPE
operator has always been a marvel to Carl Crow, who has conducted an advertising agency in
China for a quarter century. In his
book, Four Hundred Million Custome rs (Harper), he says the Linotype operator in China "without
the faintest idea of the meaning
of the text, clatters rapidly over
the keyboard and produces proofs
which, whi'le remarkably clean,
will accurately reproduce all the
misspelled words in .the typescript.
More than that, he can often set
type in French, German and Russian.''
Mr. Crow tells an amusing story
showing how ignorance of the
languag~ sometimes leads to ludicrous mistakes. A British jour~alist, who.s e paper published an annual city directory, was re~ding
the proof sheets when he happened
to see the name of a man he detested and who had died a few
months previously.
In reproof · to the compiler of the
directory, he inked in a black border around the name of the dece·ased and scribbled a hasty correction on the margin of the proof.
A few days later the directory
came out with a black border
around the. name of the dead man,
faithfully repeating the editor's
comment: "This silly ass is dead."

ON SEVER AL OCCASIONS
this column bas contained ·c;1.escriptive bits written by Dr. ~ !3. Fleld,
~t ot Minto, on his
journeys to and
· ' t r om California.
' As d·1f f e r e n t
routes are chosen, impressions of
different sections
are given. A letttr just r,ceived
tells ot Dr. Field's
latest trip to Calltornla, on :which
he w a s accom.panled by a niece
from Montreal.
t>r. Field writes:
j

• • *

"T H E T R I P
was made in a
we e k, du ring
Davies
which time we traveled through
snow and ice and ended in sunshine and orange groves. As we
left North Dakota it was .cool and
snowing, but on reaching sout~ern
Minnesota we found very little
snow, with cattle grazing in the
fields. In Nebraska we followed
the :Platte river valley where we
experienced fog like that of Lon..
don, but always cattle were graz..
ing in the fields.

ter may be bearable, but how they
must roast in· summer!
.
* * *
''AT LOS VEGAS WE VISITED
the Boulder dam, the world's-greatest .engineering feat, f.nd truly a
wonderful achievement. Granted,
but how they can blow about it!
Fifty miles or so after entering
California we found evidence of
oulblvation and by ti{e time we
reached Riverside we were on
roads bordered with palm trees and
adjacent orange grove loaded with
golden ripe fruit and st:retching for
miles in the warm sunshine. Words
fail to describe the beauty of the
scene thus first viewed by a
stranger."

* * *

OVER IN MINNESOTA ALONG
the north shore of Lake S~perior a
splendid drive borders the lake, givIng a view of the water almost all
the way to Isle Royale. But the
few miles of shore just opposite
the island is owned by the Indians,
whose territory extends several
miles inland. When the little reservatlon ls reached tQe road goes
around it, and for some time efforts have been made to have the
road run along the lake shore right
through the Indian lands. The In*
dians · object, and thus far the pro"IN WESTERN NEBRASKA WE ject has been blocked.
were surprised to find a pot~to
* *
warehoua,e, and farther along we THE INTERIOR D E p AR Tmet truck load aftei; truck load .of ment,- backed by wild life organa,lfalfA, where they claim to have izatlons, think that even though
the largest sl,.ipments o~ alfalfa in there are persons who like to take
the world, and that 1b drouth- their scenery at the rate of 60 miles
stricken western Nebraska.
an hour, it will do them no harm
* * *
to drive a few miles farther and to
"PASSING THROUGH WYO¥- leave a few square miles of earth
ing and Utah we arrived at Salt to the Indians, the birds and the
Lake City, the· home of the ~or- smaller wild animals. The only
motl church, surrounded by Huge way in which this can be done is
mountains capped with glistening by keeping speeding automobiles
snow -.nd approached by winding out.
·
canyo roads bordered by almost
*
sheer towering cliffs of red stone I HAVE A DIM RECOLLECgle~ing in the sunshine. We had Uon of having used either the folthe good fortune to hear a wonder- lowing description of "the good old
ful organ recital-a truly great city days~' or something very similar.
and a credit to its people who claim Hpwever, even though it may have
that all through this depression bee used a year or two ago,
they have taken care of their poor some new people have come in
and unemployed without any help since then, and it may interest
fr<>m Washington.
them .

* *

*

* *

.

***

"IN UTAH WE WERE AT AN
elevation ,of 7,000 feet 'and then
gradually descended to 4,000 feet
and the deserts of· Nevada. Such
desolation! To live there in win-

***

AN INTERESTING DO CUment was brought to light during
the celebration of the eightieth anniversary of the Carson, Pirie,
Scott & Co. store in Chicago. Some-

one in that organization had preserved the rules for employes of
their . first store which rea;d as follows:
.
"Store must be open from 8 A.
M. to 9 P. M. .the year arouJ)4.
"Store must be S'\Yept; cdunters,
base shelves and showcases dusted.
Lamps trimmed, filled and chimneys cleaned; pen• made; doors and
windows opel\ed; a pall of water,
also a bucket of coal brought in
before breakfast (if there Is time
to do so) and attend to . customers
who call.
"Store must not be opened on the
Sabbath unless necessary, and then
only for a few minutes.
"The employe who is in the habit
of smoking Spanish cigars, being (
shaved at the barber's, going to
dances ~nd . other places of amusement, will surely g_ive his em~lo~er
reason to be suspicious of his intefrity and honesty.
Each employe must not pay less
than $5 per year to the church and
must .a ttend Sunday school regula~ly.
.
.
~en e~ployes are g1~en one
evening a ·week for courbng and
two if they go to prayer meeting.
"After 14 hours of work in the
store, the l~isure time,, should be
spent most m reading.
1/

J. H. GRIFFIN, FORMER INdustrial age~ and so forth, of
. the Great ~thern, is supposed to
:'t/ have retired aeveral years ago.
Probably he has
that idea · himself. But it ·ts all
a mistake. Jim
may have no official duties to
perform, but his
thoughts are all
:with and about
transport at i o n.
From Bredenton,
F 1 o r i d a, every
little while he
sends me a newsP aper, liberally
marked. And the
things that he
Davies.
marks are invarably such as would have occupied
his attention when he was hustling
business for the railroad. Stati&tics of production, new agricultur-:
al methods, improved Iµ.ethods of
packing and handling - anything
that tends to increase the tonnage
carried by the railroads-items
about such things are those that
always catch his eye and which he
pencils industriously for the benefit of his friends up north. An old
railroad man may retire, but he
\ never quits.

·:

'*

* *

A LETTER RECEIVED BY
Miss Evinda Koppang of Grand
Forks from her aunt, Mrs. H. H.
Koppang, now in Honolulu, gives
some interesting descriptions of
Christmas and New Year's celebrations in Hawaii. Christmas trees,
of course, when used, are imported
· from the United States, and this
winter an immense one adorned
one of the public squares of Honollulu. An outdoor pageant of the
1nativity was given, and it must
[ have been beautiful and impressive. The Hawaiians have no need
to fear that their outdoor celebration will be spoiled by blizzards.
'!<
* *
THE NEW YEAR WAS USHered in with firecrackers, and the
people in Honolulu, like those in
Grand Forks, listened to the radio
description of the football game· in
Pasadena's Rose Bowl. During the
holiday week Mr. and Mrs. Koppang were entertained at dinner by
local friends who, although their
name is McGregor, are not Scottish, but Hawaiian, and; the following description of the dinner is
quoted from Mrs. Koppang's letter:

"FIRST, WE HAD ·.A. GENEltous serying of· barbecued pig, with
sweet potatoes and poi. Poi is a
sort of starch-like substance, like
thick corn starch . pudding, · which
we ate with one finger. Th.er~ are
pois of different consistencies, such
as one-finger poi, two-finger poi
and three-finger p·oi. But we had
two big soup bowls of · one-finger
poi. It was quite good, too.

*

*'

* HAD SOME BOik
"NEXT WE
ed chicken, with a native spinach,
then some smoked mullet (a fish)
wrapped in ti leaves. Boy! That
was good. Then there was baked
mullet, with more poi and sweet
potatoes and some hard dried
smoked fish tasting like hard
smoked salmon. Then we had a
fine cake and long slivers of raw
ripe pin~apple, and, for candy,
slices orii ·slivers ot sugar cane in
long cubes~very g-0od indeed,
* WERE
* * AT DINWHILE WE
ner one of the guests, a Mrs. Wilcox, began to play the . piano and
all started singing their tauntingly
lovely Hawaiian songs. we· all
joined in humming the melody,
because we cannot sing the Hawaiian words. Then, when we bad
finished eating, and Oh! were we
full! we moved away and the boys
of the family helped the girls remove what food and dishes, there
were, rolled up the table cloths and
removed the tables a.nd benches.
Then, while they sang, the youngest boy, about 16 or 17, danced several hulas for us, and Mr. Mc-Gregor and some of the guests did
some hulas also, and they are really lovely. Then there was more
singing; the Hawaiians are lovely
singers, singing · because they love
to sing, and they have naturally
beautiful voices."

* * HAVE
*
THOSE WHO
SEEN
Hawaiian entertainers are familiar
with the so:..called grass skirts
which are worn by the women performers. Those skirts, according
to an article which Mrs. Koppang
encloses, are not m~de of grass at
all, but of long fibers from the
leaves of the ti (pronounced tee)
tree. In making herself a skirt the
Hawaiian girl takes the center ribs
from ti leaves, stripping pulp from
fiber with her teeth and then work...
ing the fibers into the costume.
The skirts are short-lived, lasting
only about three days. It is for
this reason, doubtless, that cellophane is now being substituted for
the natural fiber in the making of
these skirts.

~ - - --
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SENTENCING TWO NE W Spaper reporters for contempt of
court for statements which they
, had made concerning a murder
trial before him
at Hastings Minnesota, the judge
declared the
statements "false
and untrue and
without any
f o u n.d a t ion in
fact whatsoever."
One gathers th.at
the judge didn't
believe what the
b o y s bad written. The judge's
liberality in the
use of language
Davies
recalls the ora.
tor who had tried
m vain to obtain from an adversary a reply to charges which he
had made. In a. burst ,o f eloquence
the orator shouted: HThere he
stands, dumb, ailent and mut~- 0 A
voice from the audience p1pe·d :
"And he ain't sayin' a word.''

thing else that I have read; seems
to me to describe what is the matter with ·Sinclair Lewis.

* * * OF J. F. T.
IN ANTICIPA'rION
O'Connor's retirement from the office of comptroller of the currency
(in accepting Mr. O'Connor's r&J
signation the president has asked
that it do not take effect until
April 1) they are starting a sizeable boom for J efty for governor
over in California. Organizations
to "draft O'Connor for ~governor"
are being started all over the state,
and those interested in the movement are publishing· a clip sheet
for the use of newspapers giving
facts relating to O'Connor's .c areer.

*

*,

*

WE HAVE HAD SOMmTHING
about big cottonwood trees receritly. Early last summer I mentioned
a giant elm at Scarboro, Ontario,
not far from Toronto. That tree
measures 24 feet in circumference
at shoulder height and is more
than 120 feet tall. A count of rings
from a dead limb and comparisons
with its trunk girth places its age
* * *
at 572 years. This is said to be the
THE QUALITY OF SINCLAIR largest tree east of the Rockies,
L~wis has been the subject of pro- and I haven't seen this statement
longed and sometimes acrhnonious disputed.
debate. Prefacing his review of
*
*
FE,W STAY-OVER ROBINS
Lewis' latest book, "The Prodigal
Parents," J. Donald Adams writes have been reported to this column
this winter. I received mention of
in the New York Book Rtview:
one
a few weeks ago, and last week
"What has been happening to
Mrs.
R. B. Witmer, 1718 Univerthat talent (of Lewis) was per..
sity
avenue,
saw one sitting on the
haps inevitable, and inherent in
back
yard
fence at the family
the very qualities which have made
home
on
January
17.
Mr. Lewis's fame. He is the greatest photographer in fiction that we
* *PEOPLE
*
SEVERAL
HAVE
have produced; there ia no sharper eye than his in literature. The commented .on the absence· of big
best achievements of his remark- snowdrifts in most part of the
able gift are not to be minimized; state this winter. It is true there
they are per!ection of their kind, is not much snow on the ground,
but he has never been in the full but usually even with only a few
sense of the word an artist. His inches of snow one finds deep
vision i& fixed always upon the drifts here and there.
immediate object; he is always, as
* *
E. M. Forster. bas expressed it, 'a
SOMEONE ASKED THE
fellow with a camera a few yards other day if hickory trees are
away.' .A tincture of poetry and grown anywhere in North Dakophilosophy was not among the gifts ta. . I have never heard of ·them
allowed him, and it is that lack here. Has anyone else? Hickory.
that . has prevented the deepening was very common , in my part of
of his craft. As time goes on we the east, and was valued both for
have only new snapshots, less its wood and for its crop· of nuts.
sharply focused than they were." Black walnut was ' plentiful in the
same locality, and it thrive! here.
*
THAT, MORE THAN
ANY- Why not hickory?

*

*

'* *

WORD HAS BEEN. RECEIVED
in the city of tlie death of Rev.
Charles Burns, Methodist bishop in
charge of the Boston area, who in
.
the years 1920-24

·'·111ti

~~:~:~~~{~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~i'.t?:~~~

In addition. to
members of his
church who came
into frequent contact . ;with him
during his servlee in this district, Dr. Burns
and his wife had
several college· associates
among
Davies.
members of the
faculty of the University of North
Dakota.
·

* * *

DR. BURNS, WHO WAS 63
years of age died of a. heart ailment in a hotel in Portland, Me.,
where he had gone from his home
in Boston to deliver an address.
He was taken ill at his hot'el and
died after about 10 days. ·A native
of Pennsylvania, Dr. Burns was
ordained a minister of the Methodist church in 1899, had held many
important ·positions on the boards
of his church. He attained the
·r ank of bishop in 1920 an4 his
first service in that capacity was
in this district. From St. Paul he
went to San Francisco, where he
served for eight years. Since 1932
be had charge of the Boston area.

* * *

CONCURRING IN A PROTEST
made by Henry Curran, deputy
mayor of New York, the board of
estimate of that ·c ity placed its ban
on the expression 'andlor' which
has recently found its way into
legal and other documents, and
which has been denounced as bad
form by many authorities ·on English. A resolution before the board
provided for the issuance of ''corporate stock andlor serial bonds"
for a school site. !4r. Curran spotted the expression and objected to
it, saying:

* * *

"THIS 'ANDIOR' SHOULD BE
eliminated. ·It is not English. It is
merely an arithmetical device and
it's not good mathematics at that. I
don't like to see such vague language finding it~ way into the board's
proceedings SO early. It's worse
than . sloppy-'it doesn't mean anything. I move to amend the resolution so that it will read 'corporate
stock, or serial bonds, or both.'
That's good English."
The amendment was adopted.
1

A LONDON JURY HAS ACcepted the theory that the finger
print is not an infallible means of
identification. A · prisoner whose
finger prints. had been produced in

finger print, and · he hasn't .touched the mirror." He said . that he
had secretly obtained the fi.n ger
.Print of an unsuspecting person
from the back of a gl9ve and had
transferred it in the same manner. He contended that it "Would
thus be · possible· to obtain finger
prints of innocent persons and
place them on objects where a
c;rinie has been committed. The
jury ·took enough stock in his idea
to acquit him.
·
*
*
ASIDE FROM THE FACT
that the print taken from the offleer' s finger to the inirror would
be in reverse, and could not possibly have been made by the finger,
it is theoretically possible to take
a. print of a print and use . it improperly. So it would be possible
to make a photo-engraving of a
print and use it indiscriminately.
But the original .must at some time
have been taken from the finger
itself. It would be equally possible
to transfer to the scene of a crime
objects containjng the genuine
prints of an innocent person. A
finger pri~t, no matter how or how
often reproduced, is the facsimile
of the design on a human finger . .
How it got to the place where it is
found is to be determined in the
light of the surrounding facts.

*

*

*

*

ON THE RIVER BANK NEAR
the .Power company's plant a passer-by noticed a rough bundle lyJng on the ground. As he glanced
at it he thought he· saw it move.
Surprised, he stopped to examine
it and found that it contained five
living little· kittens which had
been abandoned there to freeze
slowly to· death. Of course there is )
no language adequate to characterize such· an act of wanton cruelty.
The incident, however, serves to direct attention to the fact that
there are ways of disposing of unwanted small animals painlessly,
the use ' of chloroform being one of
them. Information on the subject
can ·easily be obtained by those in·
terested. Often good homes can
·be found for pet animals that are
not needed by their present own-·
ers. I am · sure-that Mrs. L. C. Harrington will be glad to give lnformation on the subject to _those desiring it.

SHORTLY BEFORE DAYLIGHT was captured after many hours of
the other morning workers at a labor.

*

* LOADS
* OF ICE
dairy ra:D,ch near Hayward, Calf.,
.A.S I WATCH
heard sounds which they thought go by each winter, I often wonder
were made by a why none of my people back east,
cow loose in an or their neighbors, ever put up ice
adjacent pasture. for ·summer use. 'lee didn't freeze
Inv e s ti gating, as thick there as it does here, but
they found that there was a whole' river full of it,
the sounds were and it was almost always possible
made by a seal to get clear ice a foot thick, and
w h i c h, u n d e r in unlimited quantities. There were
cover ot dark- numerous little sawmills where
ness, had emerg- sawdust could be obtained for
ed from the wa- packing, but on all the scores of
ters of San Fran- farms that I knew there wasn't a
o i s c o bay and single icehouse. The only person in
flopped its way that neighborhood who made any
t.bree miles in- attempt at storing ice was a villand to the. ranch. lage storekeeper w~o each winter
The m e n tele- piled a few loads of ice on the
Davtea
phoned a local barn floor and eovered it with sawgame warden, who told them to go dust.
to bed and sleep it off, but when
*
they insisted that there was actuSOME OF THE FARMS HAD
ally a seal in the pasture and in- spring houses through . which cold
timated , that , the warden was· water ran and in which milk was
afraid to come and face the animal, stored. Many had cool cellars. But
1the warden came forward and took on any of those farms a good supcha.rge.
ply of ice would have added ma* *
terially to the comfort of living,
and an ample supply was as availTHE FIELD WAS A. MESS OF able then as it is now. 'No modern
mud from recent rains, and the inventions were necessary to · take
going was heavy. The warden and care
it. The people were not
his aides guided the seal from the backward, nor were they given to
. mud to a highway and headed him
-- for the ocean. A crowd collected. denying themselves luxuries. But
Presently a motorcycle escort ben:~~e reason they weren't icecame necessary. Sandwich wagons
drew up to sell hot dogs to the
*
DURING *
THE* SCANT
FLOW
crowd. The town band turned out
of
water
in
our
streams
and
the
and headed the procession with
general
lessening
of
the
flow
of
flags waving, and the engineer at
artesian
wells,
I
have
wondered
the light plant tied down the
whistle. The seal was becoming what became of a well that was
fagged, but when he caught the bored on the bank of the Snake
aroma of salt water be put on a river in Minnesota 30 miles north
burst of speed, and amid the blar- of East Grand Forks 40-odd .years
ing of the band, the honking of ago. The well was on the farm of
horns, the blowing of whistles and William Cronkhite who had movthe cheers of the populace he ed to the Snake river country from
crossed the shore line and plung- near Euclid. He employed welled into his native element after a diggers to bore a well for him, and
an immense flow was struck. Unland trip of six miles.
fortunately the water was so salty
that cattle would not drink it, and
* A SEA LION ES- the
YEARS AGO
flow was strong that it turned
caped from the Bronx Zoo in New the river below into a current of
York and started down town in brine which cattle would not · touch.
the middle of the night. A. belated For some time efforts were made
wayfarer met the animal at a to stop the flow, but without sucstreet crossing, and, wide-eyed, re- cess. here was talk of legal pro. ported to the nearest policeman. ceedings based on pollution of the
"Oh, yeah!" said the cop, wearily. river water, but I do not know if
"Just keep on going, buddy, and any such steps were taken. I .y.i.pround the next corner you'll see a pose that in time the well was
· herd of pink elephants.'' That ani- choked off. Does anyone know
mal got into the East river, but what the facts are?

* *

*

of

:r

* *

IN A CONVERSATION ABOUT light that · takes place under minorthern lights, · halos and other rage conditions. A little less than
light phenomena, Dr. D. R. Jenk- half a mile :from the house stood
ins, of the University, mentioned a a granary the upper part of
spectacle which which was well above the horizon
must have been when viewed from the house unquite similar · to der normal light conditions. But
that of which I during a mirage the , landscape
wrote a few days beyond the granary was elevated
ago. The sky was . so that fields within a mile or
c o v e r e d with two were visible over the roof of
I a r g e intersect- the building, and in the distance
ing circles, and buildings usually hidden from
at each intersec- view by groves of trees were simtion the double ilarly elevated and became visbrightness creat- ible.
ed a "mock sun."
*
There were eig~t
A BRIEF NEWS NOTE A
of these
mock few days ago told of the death at
suns, and their
Port land, ' Ore., of Mrs. R. H. Mcaltitude was tak- Coy, a former resident of Grand
Davies.
en by a member Forks. R. H. McCoy, who died
of the faculty with which Dr. J enk- several years ago, came here as
ins was at that time associated president of the Grand Forks
and who had the necessary in~ Lumber Co., whose mill, located
struments for that purpose... This on the old Nash farm adjoining
unusual appearance was made East Grand Forks, was built in
the subject of a paper which was 1899. For several years the com-·
published in a scientific journal. pany did ·a large business, employing 300 r.nen · at the sawmill, and
*
*
.
rafting
logs from the Minnesota
IN A BOOK "THE CHECK-.
woods
down
· the Red Lake river.
ered Years," of which more will
The
McCoys
built the fine resiappear in this column later the
dence
on
Reeves
drive now the
writer thus records her view of a
mirage . from her farm near .F ar- home of J. H. Vold. After several
years' operation the
burned,
go in November, 1886:
"There was a grand mirage and as the supply of timber was
this morning. . Katie and I, as .we approaching exhaustion it was not
hung out the clothes, watched a rebuilt. The McCoys moved to Oretrain sailing in the ·air; but we gon, where Mr. McCoy was engagcould see none of the farm ed again in the . lumber business
houses -between the cars and us, for several years.
though there :must have bee~
* *
many. We could see timber a
THERE ARE MANY FINE
hundred miles ·away; while vil- homes on Reeves drive, but not
lages ten miles .away looked close one, I think, is now owned or ocat hand.''
cu pied by the family for which it
*
was built. 'Among the earliest of
IN MY FARMING DAYS I the good residences on -that street,
had a mark ·by which I could then Reeves · avenue, were the
check the peculiar distortion of· homes of Geo. B. and J. E. Clif-

* *

*.

mill

*

*

*

ford, the former at the corner of
Reeves and Fourth avenue, and the
latter, now . the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Olger Burtness, adjoining it.
Across the street and a little farther south was the home of A. P.
Clifford, set far back from the
street, with an immense. lawn in
front. That section has been replatted, and the former Clifford
residence was moved forward and
is now the home o-f the Don Whitmans.

* *

*
SOME OF THE OTHER
RESIdences on that street built in the
early years were those of W. A.
Gordon, D. H. Beecher, E. C. Bates
and Guy C. H. Corliss. The Bates
property is now the home
of the
t
C
.
M. M. Oppegards, and he or 1iss
residence was owned for some
years by M. Norman.
* * *

. MA~Y YEARS AG.O A LIGmte m11:e ~as opened m the Kenmare d1str1ct out w~st. The coal
was of excellent q~ahty, and it apP~,a red that the m1~e had . a great
future. Money was ~eeded fo3: development, a?d prominent business
and professional men of. Grand
.Forks, most of whom . hved on
Reeves avenue, bought hberally of
the company's stock. .After much
money had ?een spent ~t was found
t?at the ~em of coal m. that pa:bcular mme was so thm that 1t
':as n?cessary to spend more on
timbermg t_han th~ coal was
wort~ after it was 1:11-med. The enterpr1se was !5' failure and the
Grand Forks mvestors were subjected to a lot of good-natured
ragging. In a local talent minstrel
show the question was asked .
where , some person lived. "Oh,"
said Bones, "he live down thah
Kenmare avenue." That apparently
innocent statement, unintelligible
to an outsider, brought down the
house.
·
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